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IHTBODUCTIOK

During the spring semester of 1943 toe Army Air Forces es-

tablished a training detachment at Kansas State College. The

oadets were required to participate in physical training one

hour each day, six days a week. The Army prescribed the physi-

cal training program, lnoludlng the use of a physical fitness

rating test to measure the progress of the cadet's physloal

oondltlon. This physloal fitness rating record was sent with

the cadet to his adTanced training base. The question Immedi-

ately arose—does this physloal fitness test measure physical

fitness. In an attempt to answer this question the investigator

has mede use of the .".oCloy Ihysioal Fitness Index Test, a well

known physloal fitness test, as a criterion to determine the

validity of the Army Air Forces Physical Fitness Rating Test.

The physical fitness rating test used by the Army Air

Foroes Is for convenience called the P.F.R. test. The P.F.R.

test is a battery of three tests of strength and endurance. The

tests are: (a) the sit-up; (b) the pull-up; and (o) the 300-yard

run. The raw score on each test Is oonverted into a percentile

rank score. The sum of these percentile rank scores is then

oonverted into a percentile rank score known as the I.F.R.

The McCloy Physical Fitness Test is for convenience called

the F.F.I, teat. It is a strength test battery consisting of

six tests to measure musoular strength. The tests are: (a) left

hand grip; (b) right hand grip; (o) tack lift; (d) leg lift;

(e) dips; and (f) chins. The sum of the soores of these tests
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yields the strength index. This strength index divided by the

normal strength end multiplied by 100 produoes the P.F.I.

"ihysioal Fitness" is the term about which this whole prob-

lem hinges. Both of the teats used in thia study purport to

measure physical fitness. McCloy (9) baa the following to say:

MaM strength is the most important element in
motor performance, it is felt that strength relative
to age and weight, expreased in the form of a ihysi-
oal Fitness Index, is an exeellent measure of an
individual 'a general ability to work. We believe that
strength tests should be used as a routine meesure of
general phyalcal status of individuals, both in youth
and aa adults.

The AAF Regulation No. 50-14 (1) gives the following definition:

Physloal fitness is that degree of fitness whioh
permits one to expend physical effort for a maximum
period, with a minimum amount of fatigue. The degree
of physloal fitness will be determined by the amount
of muaoular work one can perform In a oertain amount
of time.

It la the opinion of the investigator that the authors of

both of these tests do not have the same conoept of physical

fitness, and in attempting to measure physloal fitness eaoh is

using a different technique. McCloy using the P.F.I, test is

measuring the maximum amount of work or pounds of roroe exerted

in a relatively short period of time, while the authors of the

P.F.R. test are measuring the maximum amount of work or effort

that can be maintained over a relatively muoh longer period of

time. It la generally agreed that without strength there can

be no endurance, and that endurance Is strength exerted with re-

serve over a relatively longer period of time. However, neither

of the batteries oontalna a test whioh must be completed within

a prescribed amount of time. The amount of time required for



strength to be exerted Is relatively muoh longer for the P.F.R.

than for the F.J.I, test. For this reason the F.F.I, teat Is

referred to aa a strength test while the P.F.R. teat Is chiefly

an endurance teat. However, the P.F.R. docs not represent the

extreae In enduranoe teatlng slnee It la only a ahort battery

of three tests to be exeeuted within a one hour class period.

Therefore It may be Justifiable to say that the P.F.R. test Is

a test of strength and endurance as deacrlbed in the AAF Regu-

lation Ho. SO-14 (1).

The P.F.R. teat has s number of advantages over the F.F.I.

test that make It a desirable tool for teatlng large groupa.

It takes only a ahort period of time to administer the test. It

requires no equipment that Is not already In every gymnasium.

There are no calculations neoessary to arrive at the P.F.R. at

the close of the test. It does not interfere with the cadet's

physical conditioning progress slnoe the tests of the P.F.R. bat-

tery are in his dally exercisea as explained in the materials

and method of prooedure. If the F.F.R. test proves to show valid-

ity comparable to the F.F.I, test It should be a desirable physi-

cal fitness test.

The group tested, consisting of three flights of 30 men each,

was stationed at Kpnaaa State College for a period of training for

13 weeks.

The nature of the problem was such that It required the gath-

ering of three sets of data for eaoh fitness test, one set of

data was gathered for eaoh teat at the beginning of the physloal

training course; one set six weeks later; and the third set still



another six weeks later, which was at the close of the course.

In gathering these three sets of data the Physical Fitness Hat-

ing Test was given one week ahead of the Fhysloal Fitness Index

Test In each oase so as not to destroy the validity of either

teat.

In the following seotlon the investigator shows by a review

of the related investigations the history and significance of

the two tests Involved In this study, m the third seotlon of

the study the investigator describes the subjeots tested, the ap-

peratus used, the tests used, the administration of tests, and

the aasembllng of the data. In the fourth seotlon the investiga-

tor presents the analyais of the data and makes a subjective

evaluation of tha P.F.R. as a test of physical fitness. In the

final seotlon Is found a brief summary, conclusions drawn, and

recommend dt ions for further study.

REVIEW OF REUTSr IHVESTIGATION

In reviewing the literature related to this study the inves-

tigator finds that test makers have concentrated on tests designed

to predict athletic ability and success rather than teats to de-

termine physical fitness. Building physical fitness for war and

fitness for athletics are two somewhat different tasks. However,

the men who »t* in oharge of building fitneas for war are from

the field of physioal education and athletics. These man are ua-

lng the knowledge and experiences gained in their respective

fields together with the information supplied by the military eu-

thorltles to develop fitness for survival.
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In reviewing the studies bearing on the F.F.I. It seems e

brief history of this test will help to show its relation to fit-

ness testing as viewed in this study. Strength testing was made

popular in this oountry In the period from 1860-75 by Dr. George

B. Wlnshlp. In the late '80's the intercollegiate strength test

was developed by Dudley A. Sargent. It inoluded (a) lung

strength; (b! sum of left and right hand grips; (o) the back

lift; (d) the leg lift; (e and era strength. This test was mod-

ified from time to tite until in 1928 Frederick Head Rogers In

his doctoral dissertation presented a revised strength test

known as the Physloal Fitness Index, commonly oelled the P.F.I.

(11). Rogers' test was very similar to the Sargent test, but

the administration end aoorlng were modified. Rogers' F.F.I.

includes the following tests: (a) left hand grip; (b) right

hand grip; (o) back lift; (A) leg lift; (e) dips; (f) ohlns; and

(g) lung capacity. The sum of the soores of these tests yields

an individual's strength index. This strength index divided by

the normal strength index for an individual's age and weight

multiplied by 100 yields the P.F.I. Rogers strongly supports

the use of the P.F.I, as indicator of physloal fitness. Be

states:

When determined by technically well trained and
physloally strong specialists the Physloal Fitness
Index Is one of the most reliable Indices in educa-
tional use.

rlmarily the tests measure oertain important
phases or manifestations of physloal fitness which
are susceptible of Improvement through physical ac-
tivity.

A prime objective of the physloal education pro-



gram la improvement of pupil's physical fitness- their
power or capacity to live physically, to perform physi-
cal sets, to manipulate the limbs and external objects.
Suoh powers ere expressed In muscular activities,
which in turn depend on muscular strength, and there-
fore power to perform physical acts; in a word, to live,
on the physical plane at least.

According to Rogers, low P.T.I, soores indicate poor health.

"An individual with a high strength Index Is capable of making

a varsity team."

MoCloy (9) In 192? suggested a new formula for scoring chin-

ning and dipping strength. He also suggests that lung oapaolty

be eliminated as It Is not a test of strength. The following

tests are included In McCloy's P.T.I. : (a) left hand grip; (b)

right band grip; (o) back lift; (d) leg lift; (e) dips; and (f)

chins. The sua of the soores resulting from the above tests

produces the individual's strength index. The strength index di-

vided by the individual's normal strength index and multiplied

by 100 yields the P.F.I. This test as revised and scored by

MoCloy Is the test used by the investigator in thla study. It

differs in a few respeots from Rogers' P.F.I. It does not

include the test for measuring lung oapaolty, It does not in-

clude the measurement of height, and KoCloy uses a different for-

mula for computing chinning and dipping strength. The use of a

belt is permissible in performing the leg lift. The belt was

owed in this study.

It is the opinion of the investigator that icccloy is more

conservative than Rogers in proclaiming the value of the F.F.I.

as a valid measure of physical fitness, McCloy (9) makes the

following assertion:



Strength teats in the form of the physical fit-
ness index contribute much to the estimation of
present health. They are not infallible and leave
much to be desired, but correlate highly with physi-
cians' estimates of health status and it must be
remembered that physicians' estimates of health hare
in themselves only a reliability of about .6. The
Physical Fitness Index as a measure of health is a
very desirable supplement to the medical examination.
Where a low r.F.I. is found, the individual should be
carefully examined hj a competent physlolan before
being assigned to strenuous physioal activities.

The statement that the T.T.I, is a desirable supplement to

the medical examination is the same stand taken by tha AAF for

the F.F.R. Along with this brief history of the development of

ths P.F.I, test the investigator wishes to make reference to a

most comprehensive study of strength testing by two prominent

physioal educators.

Cureton and Larson (3! review a bibliography oonaistlng of

101 studies related to strength testing as an approach to physi-

oal fitness. They state:

Hundreds of studies have developed showing the
results of the strength testing program. Confusion
has resulted in the Interpretation of these and cer-
tain errors in norming and in testing have been
brought to light. It has been exceedingly hard to
prove the assumed relation between the strength test
scores and health indlcea, except in the area of
power typea of athletic performance

.

They also point out that the P.F.I, does not oorrelate well with

tests of running, BWimmlng, endurance, circulatory-respiratory

indioes, flexibility, posture, or speoiflo types of disease 1

nities. However, they go on to say:

Strength is dominant in power types of athletic
performance. The strength or power indices of Rogers,
MaoCurdy, JSoCloy, Gowns, and Laraon are all valuable
deyioes for measuring strength and power capacity fromwhich dynamio types of athletle performances may be
predloted with considerable efficiency.
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Ouxeton and Larson (3) report that cozens in his stud; of

strength as a measure of General Athletio Ability in college sen

found that the factors of age and weight so prominent in Rogers'

Strength Index for high school toys hare no significance in a

strength index designed to predlot general athletic ability in

college aen. The faotor of height, however, becomes rather prom-

inent in an index for college men. For rough estimations of

general athletic ability, the index of ohins plus ciips plus

height is stated to be the most useful because of the faotor of

speed in administration. The index of ohins plus dips plus

height when correlated with general athletic ability produced a

correlation coefficient of .686.

The faotor of height is not inoluded in the P.F.I, soore

nor the P.F.B. soore, indicating that it is not an important fao-

tor affecting physical fitness, but does play a prominent part

in predicting athletic ability as pointed out by Cozens. How-

ever, the factors of age and weight which Cozens says are not

significant for predicting athletic ability are useful in the Kc-

Cloy P.y.I. for indicating physical fitness. Age and weight are

not taken into consideration in the J.F.R., but the AAJ" does

recognize that these two factors affeot the scores. Slnoe the

age and weight of the group used for this study were limited by

AAT Regulations these factors are not as Important as they would

be in a more heterogeneous group.

Among the short strength tests, Cureton and Larson (3)

point out that KoCloy's formula for chinning when correlated with

total strength produces e correlation coefficient of .954.
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It is apparent from the studies by Cureton and Larson that

test makers have attempted to devise short strength test batter-

ies to predict athletic ability. This same concept seems to be

held by the AAF authorities who devised the P.F.R. They, too,

are depending on a short battery of tests to neaeure the physical

fitness of Army flyers.

Cureton and Larson's conclusions are as follows:

1. Strength is one type of physical fitness whioh is high
In mesomorphic types.

S. Strength osn be Improved within limits of physleal
build but extreme changes from one major type to another
are not to be expected.

3. Much confusion exists over the interpretation attached
to strength scores, not all of which is reoonellable
with the research evidence at hand.

4. The various strength batteries of Rogers, MaoCurdy, Mo-
Cloy, Cozens, and Larson oorrelate from .500 to .700
with oomposlte batteries of dynamic athletio aotivitles
and are useful devices for classification of groups.

5. Specific types of skills, suoh as swimming, tennis,
golf, riding, shooting, etc, are not predictable from
strength aoores with a high degree of efficiency.

6. Strength scores are functions of external leverage, in-
ternal leverage, educability, psyofcioal ststes, consti-
tutional type, neuromuscular conditioning, and nutritive
atate in the muscle fibers. That they mean exactly is
difficult to tell in an individual oase.

7. Strength scores do not correlate well with muscle girth
or thickness measures, circulatory-respiratory measure-
ments, flexibility soores, posture aoores, Brace motor
ability scores, or incidence of disease (within the
limits of the data at hand). Epldemios sweep through
the strong as well as the weak.

8. Speclflo oase studies show that the Rogers P.F.I. {Phys-
ical Fitness Index) Is not normed so that it ia meaning-
ful to the authors' concepts of health. It la a
hazardous devioe upon whioh to base a program as a single
lndloator of "fitness".
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9. It nay te safely concluded that current scientific opin-
ion cannot grant that physical fitness may he deduced
from one set of measurements alone or that muscular
strength is either an secure te or e valuable index of
physioal fitness.

The KAY physical training program was developed by special-

ists in tests and measurements from the field of physical educa-

tion. The only information available to the physioal training

staff at Kansas State College concerning the instructional and

testing program for the aaF was a bulletin—-AAF Regulation No.

SO-14 and the direct information reoelved from the Commanding of-

ficer of the local unit. The application and function of the

F.F.R. Is perhaps best explained by quoting from AAF Regulation

No. 50-14 (1) as follows:

1. This physical fitness test is designed to measure those
sspeots of physioal fitness to be accomplished by the
physioal activities program, namely;

(a) Abdominal Muscular strength and Lnduranoe (Sit-ups)

(b) Shoulder Girdle Muscular Strength and linduranee
(Pull-ups)

(e) speed and Cardlo Respiratory Endurance (Shuttle-run

2. The above-mentioned aspects of Physical Fitness may be
developed through a Physioal Fitness Program whloh
plsees emphasis on exercises of speed, muscular strength
power and endurance, running endurance, agility, coordi-
nation and flexibility.

3. The P.F.R. - PHYSICAL FITNESS RATING Is interpreted in
the form of a score indicative of the physioal condition
of the testee.

4. This test has two funotions:

(a) The measurement of the trainee's status and the
amount of improvement accomplished.

(b) The measurement of the effectiveness of the physioal
fitness program.
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5. The test ia applicable to all age groups. Age correc-
tions are not made because war fitness is determined by
what one can do. Five standards are provided without
age corrections; they are: excellent, very good, good,
poor, and very poor. Those trainees who fall In the
vary poor and poor oategoriea are considered aa being
in an unsatisfactory condition according to AAI standards

6. It la permissible for the testee to remove fatigue suit
or T.I. shoes for lighter clothing if he so desires, in
either ease the final score will be altered only slightly.

7. Information reaulting from this testing program serves
aa a basis for program of adjustments with respeot to:

(a) Time

(b) Physical activities

to) personnel

(d) Equipment

(c) Fsollities

(f) Health conditions and practices

(p
1 Trainee assignments

8. The AAF Physical Fitness Test does not prevent a Director
of Physical training from giving other teats, but it is
recommended that the AAF Physical Fitness Test and the
additional test items be administered on separate daya,
in order not to destroy the validity of either teat.

The bulletin goes on in detail to explain the administration

of the testing program, whioh the investigator has Included in

the seotlon dealing with subject, materials and administration of

this study. In view of the literature Juat cited the P.F.R. is

daalgnad to measure the trainee's progress in a specific physical

conditioning program. The trainee's program of conditioning la

then regulated aocordlng to the needs shown by his test results.

The Army Air Forces Physical Fitness Research Program oar-

rled on by the Headquartars , Army Air Forces, Washington, D. C.

(6) has produced results of signlfloanoe to this study. They re-
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port that, "There Is a gradual but steady decline in the state

of physical fitness (of personnel entering the AAl) from the age

of 18 to the age of 45." They also report that, "Ko relationship

is found between the state of physical fitness and cardiovascu-

lar-respiratory ratings." The AAF does not allow age to influenoe

the F.F.R. score, but recognizes that It sffeots the results of

the test. The statement that no relationship is found between

the state of physical fitness and cardiovascular-respiratory rat-

ings lends support to MoCloy's contention that lung capacity is

of very little, if any, value as s measurement to be used in a

strength test.

DeWitt (S) In making a study of one of the tests of the

r.F.R. battery, the sit-up, found vary little oorrelstion between

abdominal strength and endurance of abdominal muscles in perform-

ing the sit-up. Be also concluded that heavier and taller man

appear to be handicapped in performing tests of the sit-up type.

The investigator will point to similar evidence in the portion

of the thesla dealing with analysis and interpretation of data.

The investigation related to the P.F.I, point out that:

(a) Vary little correlation exists between strength teats and run-

ning; (b) vary little correlation exists between strength tests

and oardio-reapiratory measurements; (c) strength tests correlate

from .800 to .700 with power types of athletic performance: (d)

strength tests alone are not adequate measures of phyaioal flt-

ness; (e! short tests are dealrable for ease of administration;

(fl individuala making very low aeores on atrength tests should

be given careful attention by a physioian; and (g
1 the faotors of
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age, height, and weight definitely influence the strength test

scores.

The Investigations related to the F.F.R. point out that:

(•) The F.F.R. alone is not an adequate measure of physical fit-

ness; (b) age is a handicap in making a good F.F.R. score; (o)

height is a handicap in making a good F.F.R. score; (d) weight

is a handicap in making a good F.F.R. score; (e' no relationship

is found between the state of physical fitness and cardiovascu-

lar-respiratory ratings; and (f • short tests are desirable for

ease of administration and scoring.

Since the UF of v.orId v.*ar II are the first to use the

F.F.R. there is very little research available to be Investigated.

The F.F.I, has been used in various forms for a number of years,

but not to test physical fitness for war purposes. For these rea-

sons it is difficult to find studies related to the kind of "Phys-

ical Fitness" the aa: is attempting to build.

The findings in this section will be referred to again in

the section dealing with analysis and interpretation of data and

be compared to the findings of this study.

SUBJECT-, MiTERlAlS, AliD AMUKISTRATION OF TtSTS

The group of air corps cadets used in this study consisted

of three flights of 30 men each. Kaoh flight reported to physloal

training olaas at a different hour, which made it easier to admin-

ister the tests. For various reasons class attendance was not as

regular as might be expected for a group seleoted largely because

of the physloal qualifications neoessary for an individual to be
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In the AAF. Consequently the investigator was able to get only

63 men who completed all of the tests. The AAf did not make

available to the physieal training staff of Kansas State College

any of the physloal qualifications of an Air Corps Cadet except

age, height, and weight. These the investigator has included in

Tafcle 1.

Table 1. Keen, range, and standard deviation of
subjects.

Item Mean Range 3.D.

Age £0.67 18-26 1.99

Height 70.30 66-74 i.,01

wgt. 1st test 159.00 130-185 14.85

Wgt. 2nd test 157.85 130-190 13.85

r.gt. 3rd teat 157.16 130-190 13.80

In Table 1 it will be noted that the mean age for the group

is 20.67 years. Their agea range from 18 to 26 years. The

mean height for the group is 70.30 inches. Their heights range

from 66 to 74 inches. The slight change that occurred in age

and the slight change that might have occurred in height was not

reoorded because it would not have been of any significance to

the study. However, weight was recorded for eaeh test. It will

be noticed that the mean weight deoreased 1.15 pounds from the

first to the second test and deoreased only .69 pounds from the

second to the third test. This is evldenoe that men not in con-

dition oarry excess weight and at the beginning of a physical

training program lose it more rapidly than later.
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The upper limit of the range decreased five pounds from

the first to the second test, but remained constant from the sec-

ond to the third test. The standard deviation of the distribu-

tion of weights decreased one pound from the first to the second

test and decreased only .05 pounds from the seoond to the third

test. This would also Indicate that the training program oauses

a more rapid loss of weight at the beginning than later when the

cadets become conditioned.

The apparatus for the P.F.I, test consisted of one hand

grip dynamometer, one dynamometer with adjustable chain and belt

to measure back and leg strength, one set of parallel bars, one

high horizontal bar, and some towels and magnesium to keep the

hands dry when gripping the Instruments.

score sheets were prepared containing blank spaces for

name, flight number, test number, date, age, weight, scores for

each test of the battery, strength index, normal strength index,

and F.F.I. For sample score sheet, see page S of Appendix.

The F.F.I, test consists of a battery of six physical per-

formance tests. The first test of the battery is the grip

strength of the left hand measured with a hand grip dynamometer.

The second test is the grip strength of the right hand measured

in the same way. To facilitate gripping, dry towels and magne-

sium were available and used. The subjects were allowed extra

trials, but the first trial usually produoed the best score.

The third test is baek lifting strength measured by having

the subject grasp a bar fastened to an adjustable ohain which

was anohored to a dynamometer on whose platform the subject

stood. The ohain was adjusted so that the arms hung straight
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from the shoulders with hands In front of the thighs. The tack

was bent about 25 degrees forward at the waist end the subject

then lifted by attempting to straighten his basic while keeping

bis knees straight. There were slight differences In the degree

of back bend because of Inability exactly to adjust the chain to

individual differences in height.

The fourth Item is the leg lift, which is performed with the

same dynamometer ss used for the back lift. This time the sub-

ject kept his baok straight but his knees were bent to an angle

of about ISO degrees. A wide webb belt was placed around his

baok and fastened to the bar on the chain; he also grasped the

bar with his hands. He then lifted by attempting to straighten

his legs. Here again slight differences ooourred in the angle

the knees were bent because of the inability to make proper ad-

justments in chain length.

The fifth test of the battery is dipping on the parallel

bars, ihis wae done by having the subject mount to the cross

rest position at the end of the bars. He then proceeded to

lower his body between the bsrs by bending the elbows until the

shoulders were as low as the elbows, and then returned to the

starting position, repeating this performance as many times as

possible. In exeoutlng this movement the body and legs of the

subject were approximately In a straight line and he was not al-

lowed to klok or Jerk. If the subject did not go all of the way

up or down he was given s half credit. Be was stopped if he

oomaltted four half credits in succession. The subject was al-

lowed to perform the dips as rapidly as he wished.
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The sixth and last test of the battery la chinning as many

tinea aa possible. The subject was allowed to use either grasp

on the bar. Hanging with arms at full length, he was required

to lift himself until his ohln was over the bar, and return to

the starting position. In exeouting this movement the body and

legs of the subject were approximately in a straight line and

he was not allowed to kick or Jerk. Be was stopped if he com-

mitted four half credits in succession.

The F.F.I, test was Introduced to the group as a supplement

to the P.F.R. test for research purposes. Each of the six tests

was explained and demonstrated to the group before anyone was

tested. As the subjeot came to each station he was coached and

encouraged to do his level best by the attendant in chsrge.

They were told In advance the approximately score to expeot on

eaoh dynamometer test. The dynamometer tests being new to the

group, they were anxious to repeat If a poor soore was made. Ca-

dets were much more enthusiastic about the F.F.I, test than they

were about the r.F.R. test.

The apparatus for the P.F.fi. battery consisted of four high

horizontal bars for the pull-up so ss to test four or more sub-

jects at the same time; a set of eight running lanes two yards

wide end sixty yards long, parallel and adjaoent to eaoh other,

with an 16-inch stake in the middle of each end of eaoh lane

around whioh the subjeot must run to participate in the 300-yard

run; and a gym floor equipped with enough floor mate for eight

stations on whioh to perform the Army sit-up.

Soore sheets for the P.F.R. test were furnished by the AAF.
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(see Appendix, pages 1 and 2.) On the front side of the sheet

is found a apace for each of the following: name, age, height,

weight, teat number, date, and F.F.R. score. On the beak aide

of the soore sheet are found spaces for tabulating raw acoree

and soalea for converting them into percentile rank scores, the

sum of which produces the F.F.R.

The P.F.R. test consists of a battery of three physloal

performance tests. The individual is first required to perform

the Army sit-up by lying on his baok with hands clasped behind

his neek. Kith someone holding his ankles to the floor he then

benda forward at the waist and touches either elbow to the oppo-

site knee and returns to the starting position. Ihe next time

he bends forward he touohea the other elbow to the other knee

and continues to alternate in this Banner as long as possible.

Ee is not allowed any rest or pause when his body is either in a

reclining or sit-up position, nor is he allowed to use his elbow

or bounoe his body against the floor. He is oautioned not to

work too fast for best results, "ach sit-up is counted aloud by

an assistant end the number recorded when the subjeot finishes.

The second test of the battery is the pull-up on the horizon-

tal bar using the reverse grasp. Hanging with arms at full

length, the oadet was required to lift himself until his chin was

over the bar, and then return to the starting position. In exe-

cuting this movement the body and legs of the subjeot were

approximately in a straight line and he was not allowed to kiok

or jerk. He was stopped if he committed four incomplete pull-ups

in succession. These incomplete pull-ups were each counted aa
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one half credit. The assistant counts aloud so the subjeot nay

know the soore as he participates.

The third and final test of the battery Is to run the 300-

yard shuttle-run over a 60-yard course, iaoh subject has a

course 63 yards long and two yards wide with an 18- inch stake

in the middle of each end of the course around which he must

run. To run 300 yards the subjeot mist run five lengths of the

course going around the stakes at each end and finishing at the

opposite end of the oourse from which he started, lie runs

against tine, which is called out by an assistant with a stop-

watch. The time Is recorded to the nearest second. The assis-

tant with the stop-watch reads in a loud voloe the number of

seconds that have elapsed as the runners come over the finish

line. An assistant stands near the finish line for each course

and records the time for the runner on that oourse.

The cadets understood that the P.F.H. became a part of

their cumulative record that was sent to the advenoea base with

them. The detailed description of the test was read to them

the day before the test was administered. The tests were also

demonstrated and they were allowed to practice them. This pro-

cedure was neoessary to Insure proper form by the testee. It

was also neoessary from the standpoint of the time element when

handling large cleeses. This procedure also attraoted more

attention to the testing program and aided the testee in being

mentally and physloslly resdy. The subjeot knew In edvanoe

about what score he could make, because the exercises (closely

related to the individual tests! were participated in daily, but
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not with an "all-out" effort. The cadets were much more famil-

iar with the meohanios and funotlon of the P.F.R. teat than they

were with the P.F.I, test. The P.F.I, teat was before them only

on the day of the teat and of the aix testa of the battery, only

ohinning and dipping were participated in during the physical

training period. The other four tests, left hand grip, right

hand grip, back lift, and leg lift were not subjected to closely

related physical training exercises. The investigator was

allowed only the one hour eaoh time the P.F.I, test was adminis-

tered.

The P.F.I, test was administered by the investigator, as-

sisted by members of the physloal education staff and members of

the senior class majoring in physloal education. Two men mea-

sured and recorded weight, height, and grip strength; two men

did the same for beck and leg strength; and two men measured

and recorded dips and chins. Calculations neoessary to compute

the total scores for each subject were completed by the investi-

gator at another time.

The computation of eaoh individual's P.F.I, was no small

chore. Before the scores on the separate tests could be added,

the back and leg strength scores had to be oonverted from kilo-

grams to pounds; a correction table had to be consulted for the

leg lift because of the use of the belt around the waist; the

number of chins and dips were added together and then a ohinning

and dipping scoring table consulted to aaoertaln the value In

pounds of strength. After the score on eaoh test was oonverted

to pounds of strength, these scores were addea together to ob-
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tain the subject's strength index. The strength index divided

by the normal strength index (MeCloy's Tables), multiplied by 100

produoed the Physical Fitness Index (P.F.I.) for each cadet

All of the above scores in pounds of strength for each test

of the P.F.I, battery were transferred to a data sheet which

also included the scores for eaoh test of the P.F.R. battery.

The P.F.R. was administered by the physical training In-

structors with the sld of assistants who were selected from

the flights a few days before the tests were given. These boys

were trained in the technique of scoring the subjects. This

procedure was required by the AAF. The usual praotioe was for

eight assistants to do the scoring, with one man at each station,

while the instructors aoted as supervisors. All members of the

flight would complete one test of the battery before anyone

would start on the next. This afforded some rest between tests.

On the back side of the test sheet the assistant looks up

the raw score and circles the corresponding percentile rank

score. Then all three test items are completed the sum of the

percentile rank scores is converted to the P.F.R. soore. The

P.F.R. score is then pieced on the front of the record sheet for

the cumulative record. (See sample test sheet, page 1, Appendix.)

The P.F.R. test was given during the first week of training

and was followed in one week by the administration of the P.F.I.

test so that neither test would interfere with the validity of

the other. Six weeks later this procedure was repeated in the

same manner for the seoond set of data gathered, in another six

weeks, which was st the end of the period of training for this
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group, the third and final set of data was gathered in the same

anner as before. Thus there were intervals of six weeks between

the three administrations of both the P.F.P.. and F.F.I, batter-

lea.

For assembling the data the investigator constructed sepa-

rate record sheets for each flight and for eaoh pair of tests.

The first P.F.I, test records and the first r.F.R. test records

were plaoed on the same sheet by flights. Thus three sheets of

data were compiled for eaoh of the three pairs of tests. The

following data were recorded: date, age, height, weight, left

hand grip, right hand grip, back lift, leg lift, dips, chins,

srm strength, strength index, normal strength index, the F.F.I.,

number of slt-ups, sit-up score, number of rull-ups, pull-up

score, end the P.F.P. score.

From the assembled data the investigator developed the fol-

lowing section of this study.

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

In this seotlon the investigator first compares the two

tests from the standpoint of the statistical findings. Then he

makes an evaluation of the validity of the P.F.H. based prima-

rily on a subjective appraisal of the content of the test and

its spparent relation to physical fitness.

Statistical Comparisons

Table 2 shows that in both the P.F.H. and the r.F.I. the

mean improvement was greater from the first to the second test



Table S. Veen, range, standard deviation, and standard
error of the
and the P.F.I

of the scores for the P.F.R.

Tests Mean Range 3. Ll. S.B. Of 11.

1st f.f.r. 53.70 38-66 6.35 .807

2nd P.F.R. 58.57 42-75 7.5 .953

3rd P.F.R. 60.81 46-81 7.4 .940

1st P.F.I. 100.16 87-117 6.87 .876

2nd P.F.I. 104.67 80-116 U.S. .741

3rd P.F.I. 105.65 93-119 5.25 .666

than from the second to the third test. Assuming equal effec-

tiveness of the physical fitness program during the two six-

weeks periods between tests, It can be said that as oadets be-

some nor* physically fit the rate of increase in the physical

fitness score decreases. The difference between the means of

the first P.F.R. and the third P.F.R. Is 7.11. The standard

error of this difference is .85. The ratio of the difference to

the standard error of the difference is 12.93. We can eonolude

that the difference is highly significant sinoe the significance

ratio is greater than the 3.33 required for the 0.1 per cent

level of confidence. The difference between the metns of the

first P.F.I, and third P.F.I. Is 5.49. The standard error of

this difference is .58. The significance ratio is 9.46, whloh

enables us to eonolude that this difference is also highly signif-

icant.

The highly significant differences between the Means of first

and third applications of both the P.F.I, and P.F.H. enable us to
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further conclude that the two tests were equally sensitive to

the improvement In physical fitness over the entire period of IS

weeks. However , It will be later shown that the two tests dif-

fer in their sensitivity to improvement in different portions of

the range of physical fitness.

In Table £ the standard deviations of the P.F.R. Increased

1.15 points from test 1 to test 2, but decreased .1 point from

test 2 to test 3. For the T .1 .fi. the standard deviation de-

creased 1.04 points from test 1 to test £ and .58 points froa

test £ to test 3. The over-all increaee from test 1 to test 3

for the P.F.R. was 1.05 points, while for the P.F.I, there was

an over-all deorease of 1.62 points from test 1 to test 3. The

fact that the standard deviation increased for the F.F.R. and de-

creased for the P.F.I, over the 12-weeks training period is evi-

dence that the physloal fitness program is oau8ing the scores of

the P.F.n. to become raore heterogeneous and for the P.F.I, more

honogeneous

.

Table 3. Jeroentlle scores.

Tests F P£5 Mi. ?75

58

p100

1st P.F.R. 38 50 54 66

2nd F.F.R. 42 54 SO 63 75

3rd P.F.R. 48 55 60 65 81

1st P.F.I. 87 95 100 106 117

tod P.F.I. 90 101 105 109 116

3rd P.F.I. 93 101 106 108 119

The function of Figs. 1 and £ is to show the shift in the
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entire distributions of scores from test 1 to test 8 to test 3.

Table 3 shows the same phenomenon in • different way by listing

five points In each distribution, namely: I'o, r25, Kdn -> F75,

and J>100 . P "* p100 *re the low an4 hi6h "corea
'
respectively.

The frequenoy polygons of the three distributions of P.F.R.

scores of Fig. 1 and P of eaoh P.F.R. distribution In Table 3

show that the lower Unit of the range moves up four points with

eaoh successive test. From Fig. 1 and Table 3 we see that the

upper limit of the range Increases nine points from test 1 to

test 2 and six more points from test 2 to test 3. This is an in-

crease of seven points in the total range from the first P.F.H.

to the third P.F.R.

Figure 2 and Table 3 show that the lower limit of the range

for the P.F.I, increased three points from test 1 to test 2 and

three points from test 2 to test 3. The upper limit of the range

decreased one point from test 1 to test 2 and inoreased three

points from test 2 to test 3. This represents a decrease of four

points in the total range from the first P.F.I, to the third

P.F.I.

Table 3 also shows that Q increases for eeoh successive dis-

tribution of P.F.R. scores and decreases for eaoh sucoessive dis-

tribution of P.F.I, soores

The above observations whioh proceed from the data presented

in Figs. 1 snd 2 and Table 3, bring out a very important differ-

ence between the P.F.R. and the P.F.I. As the physical training

proceeds and the physical fitness of the group increases, P.F.R

soores become more heterogeneous and P.F.I, scores become more
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homogeneous. In other words, the same program of physical

training Increases Individual differences In the P.J.R. and de-

creases Individual differences In the F.F.I. This Is a result

of the faot that the P.F.R. test is more sensitive In the upper

portion of the range of physical fitness, while the F.F.I, test

Is more sensitive in the lower portion of the range.

Table 4. Coefficients of reliability.

Tests Tests r

1st P.F.R 2nd P.F.R. .82

1st P.F.R. 3rd P.F.R. .81

2nd P.F.R. 3rd P.F.R. .81

1st P.F.I. End P.F.I. .87

1st F.F.I 3rd P.F.I. .75

2nd P.F.I. 3rd F.F.I. .83

Rogers (11) states that the P.F.I, test, if properly admin-

istered to a group at intervals of not more than two weeks,

should yield reliability coefficients of .91 to .99. From the

data collected in this study it was possible to study the relia-

bility of both batteries of tests by computing the coefficients

of correlation between the first and second, first and third, and

second and third administrations of each teat. This is not er-

ectly comparable to Rogers' method because instead of Intervals

of two weeks, the intervals here are six weeks, 12 weeks, and

six weeks respectively. The three reliability coefficients for

the F.F.R. are .82, .81, and .81 respectively; for the F.F.I.

sre .87, .75, end .&S respectively. In general there seems to be
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no significant difference between these two sets of coefficients.

Therefore we may conclude that in this particular study the

F.F.R. test is as reliable as the F.F.I, test. However neither

set of coefficients were as high as Rogers'. This probably was

due to the intervals of time between tests in this study, being

six weeks and 12 weeks as compared to the two weeks suggested

by Rogers. .71 th reliability coefficients as high as were found

In this study it was not deemed necessary to make a separate

evaluation of reliability.

Table 5. Coefficients of correlation.

Testa Tests r 8.E. r

1st F.F.R. 1st F.F.I. .43 .103

2nd F.F.R. 2nd P.F.I. .55 .089

3rd F.F.R. 3rd F.F.I. .51 .093

The most important ouestion of the study is the validity of

the F.F.H., utilizing the P.F.I, as a criterion. Three validity

ooefflolenta were computed, one for eaoh administration of the

tests. The correlation between the first F.F.R. and the first

F.F.I. Is .43 with a standard error of .103. The correlation be-

tween the second F.F.R. and the eecond F.F.I, is .55 with a stand-

ard error of .089. The correlation between the third F.F.R. end

third P.F.I, is .51 with a standard error of .093. These oorrela-

tlons compare favorably with those reported by Cureton and Larson

(3). They report corrections of physical fitness test with other

strength tests ranging from .50 to .70. However correlations as

low as .43 to .55 mean that more factors of physloel fitness sre
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not oommon to the two teste than are common to them. In other

words, we may oonclude that the two tests are for the most part

measuring different factors in physical fitness. We may also

conclude that, accepting the P.F.I, ss s criterion of physical

fitness, the P.F.R. is not a Tery valid measure of physical fit-

Table 6. Corre]
tests

Lations of the
of the P.F.B.

P.F.I, with the
battery.

Tests Tests r

3rd P.F.I. sit-ups .30

3rd F.F.I. PU11-UP8 .60

3rd P.F.I. 300-yd. run .14

3rd F.F.I. height — . 36

3rd P.F.I. weight .37

For further study the investigator has chosen to correlate

the third F.F.I, test scores with height, weight, and the parts

of the third P.F.R. test battery as shown In Table 6. It is

the opinion of the investigator that the data gathered at the

close of the physloal training program are the most representative

of the results of the physloal training program. When correlating

the third P. F.I. test scores with the scores of the three tests

of the third F.F.R. battery—300-yard run, sit-ups, and pull-ups

—

the following correlation coefficients resulted: .14, .30, and

.66 respectively. The 300-yard run is considered chiefly an en-

durance type test, the sit-up, both strength and endurance, and

the pull-up chiefly a strength test. It will be noted from the

correlations Just oltec that the P.F.I, when correlated with other
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teats yields higher correlations with tests requiring strength

and lower correlations with tests requiring endurance. Cureton

and Larson (3) cite similar results.

Then correlating parts of a test with the whole battery one

can expect spuriously high r'» (Table 7) . Tith this qualifica-

tion in mind the inTestlgator has made further study of the rela

tlonshlp of the slt-ups, pull-ups, and the 300-yarc run to the

total P.F.R. test battery. The sit-ups with r • .83 produc d the

highest correlation of any of the tests with the total F.F.R.

test battery. It is interesting to note that the physical train-

ing program prescribed by the AAF placed moat of its emphasis on

building abdominal muscular strength and endurance. This test was

also the first test of the battery to be performed by the oadet.

The sit-up test measures both strength and endurenoe as does the

totel F.F.R. test battery. Considering these facts it is reason-

able to expect the sit-up test to correlate most highly with the

total soore.

Table 7. Correlations of the P.F.R. with the
tests of the I.F.H. battery.

Tests Tests r

3rd F.F.R. •lt-ups .83

3rd P.F.R. pull-ups .76

3rd F.F.R. 300-yd. run .22

3rd F.F.R. height -.29

3rd F.F.R. weight -.39

The correlation between pull-ups and the total P.F.R. score

Is .76, indicating that pull-ups are almost as closely related
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to tbe r.F.B. aa alt-upa. However, pull-upe being a strength

teat, a somewhat lower correlation la to be expected. liocloy (9)

has pointed out that chinning la the beat single teat of strength

aa an indicator of physical fltneas. lull-ups having a compara-

tively high correlation among the teat* of tbe F.F.R. battery

when correlated with the total F.F.R. and having the hlgheat cor-

relation among the teats of the I.F.H. battery when correlated

with the F.F.I., tend to support MoCloj' s statement.

The 300-yard run again produced the lowest correlation as it

did when correlated with the F.F.I. The shuttle-run la the last

test of the battery and the cadet's attitude toward running this

test depends on the score he has aocuaulateu on the preceding

tests of the F.F.R. battery. Headquarters, Army Air ioroes, ".rash

Ington, D. C. (S) report no relatlonahlp between physical fitness

and cardiovascular-respiratory ratings. Yet the 300-yard run was

designed to measure apeed and cardlo-respiratory endurance as

preserlbed by aaF Regulation Ho. 50-14 (1). The low correlation

found by the inveetlgator between the 300-yard run and the total

P.F.R. bsttery compares favorably with the results reported by

Cureton and Larson (3).

From Table 1 it will be noted that the mean weight for the

group deereaaea more rapidly at first than later. This la ac-

counted for by the feet that men not in condition carry excess

weight which during s period of conditioning is lost and replaced

by muscle tissue of better tonus, a conditioning progrsm together

with regular hours of sleep, rest, food, and recreation will cause

men to gain weight. However, more men seem to be in poor
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condition because of overweight than from underweight.

A ohange In weight Is immediately reflected in the individ-

ual's F.F.I, hut not in his F.F.K. For example, if a boy losee

weight and his strength index remains the sane, his F.F.I, will

inorease because the normal strength index for his new weight

will be less. The normal strength Index varies with each one

pound of weight ohange.

Correlations from Tables 6 and 7 show that weight is posi-

tively correlated with the F.F.I, with a correlation of .37, but

negatively correlated with the F.F.B. with a correlation of -.39.

It is the opinion of the investigator that this is more evidence

that many cadets were not in condition because of overweight rather

than underweight.

From Tables 6 end 7 we learn that height correlates negative-

ly with both the F.F.fi. and the F.F.I, with correlations of -.36

and -.29 respectively. It is the opinion of the investigator that

height is not a handicap in becoming physically fit, but rather a

handicap in making a good score on the present phyaloal fitness

tests, because of leverages of the various muscle groups Involved

in the tests performed.

Subjective Evaluation

In the first part of this see t ion the two physical fitness

tests were compared through the use of statistical procedures. In

general, however, the true quality of a test can rarely be com-

pletely described in statistical terms. It is the purpose of this

part of the seotion to show the relationship of the two tests to
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each other and to the AAF training and conditioning program from

the standpoint of the subjective observations made during the en-

tire course of the study.

The two tests sere designed to measure physlcsl fitness, as-

suming of course, that physical fitness can he isolated for mea-

surement. It is generally agreed that physical fitness Is a

composite of many traits, lite F.F.I, test was designed to measure

physical fitness in terms of strength exerted fully for a short

period of time, while the F.F.H. test was designed to measure

physloal fitness in terms of strength exerted conservatively for a

much longer period of tine. The dipping and chinning tests of the

F.F.I, battery are apparently partially testing endurance, even

though the method of scoring purports to reduoe the scores to

strength scores. It Is also apparent that the F.F.K. battery Is

not purely testing endurance since the subjects do not uniformly

approach an all-out effort. However it is entirely reasonable to

regard the F.F.I, battery as chiefly a test of strength, and the

F.F.R. battery as chiefly a test of endurance. It nay then be

said that eeoh of the two tests is measuring physloal fitness, but

with different emphasis upon strength and enduranoe. This agrees

with the conclusion arrived at through the statistical analyses.

In a deteileu test-by-test comparison of the two batteries,

we find thst pull-ups or ohinnlng Is the only test used in both.

In the F.F.H. the number of pull-ups Is converted Into a percen-

tile rank score, while in the F.F.I, test it is converted Into so

msny pounds of strength. The score derived for the F.F.I, pull-

ups represents so msny pounds of strength, while the score for
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the P.F.R. pull-ups represent* an endurance score.

The sit-ups of the P.F.R. battery oannot be compered to any

test of the P.F.I, battery since the abdominal muscles are not

tested by the T.T.I, test. The slt-up teat represents an endur-

ance activity and therefore produces an endurance score.

The 3"">-yarc' run of the P.F.R. battery was designed to mea-

sure leg endurance plus oardlo-resplratory condition. From the

standpoint of the nusele group involved the 300-yard run of the

P.F.R. battery could be partially compared to the leg lift of

the r.F.I. battery. However, the soore on the 300-yard run de-

pends largely upon the condition of the cardiorespiratory system.

The leg lift test produces purely a strength score registered in

pounds, while the 300-yard run produces an endurance score -

Kot one test of the P.F.R. battery can be compared to the

left hand grip, right hand grip, or the taok lift testa of the

r.F.I. battery. Aotually, then, with one exception, the two

tests do not measure the same muscle groups of the body and nei-

ther do the derived scores represent the same aspect of physical

fitness.

The F.F.I, test was designed to indicate fitness for various

sports and programs of activity In physical education. The P.F.R.

test was designed to Indicate fitness for the Army Air Forces.

The P.F.F. test was also designed to measure the effects of the

AAF physioal conditioning program on the cadet. The tests of the

P.F.R. battery were activities representative of the AAF condition-

ing and training program and at the same time tested the parts of

the body that would determine the general physical fitness of the
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individual. All of the exercises of the Aj»F training program

contributed dally to the development and conditioning of the

ole groups tested by the ~.F.R. battery, but no In the exact

manner aa during the test nor with an all-out effort. The only

teats of the I .1.1. battery affeotec by praotloe were the pull-

ups and to some extent the dipping test. The other tests of the

F.F.I, battery were not touched except on the day of the test.

l.flort and attitude certainly affect the : .F.R. soore.

iull-upa nay be done until the arms absolutely quit and the per-

former feels no ill after effects. In this particular event

nearly all performers did their level best. The sit-up Is a more

difficult and strenuous exercise end requires a greater determina-

tion and effort to get the performers best score possible. The

effects of having done slt-ups to exhaustion were felt for sever-

al days and were not forgotten when the next testing period ar-

rived. Yet there was something about this event that oaused the

cadets to attempt to make a good score. They had been told that

well developed abdominal muscles would prevent "black-out" and

these boys wanted to become pilots. The last teat of the : .F.R.

battery is the 300-yard shuttle-run and Is the moat strenuous.

A large number of boys lost their last meal and that was not for-

gotten when the next testing period arrived. It takes fortitude

for the oadet to make a good score. A large number of boya did

not display any eagerness to do their best. A large number had

gone all-out on the other two events to build up • good score to

osrry them through the 300-yard run with moderate effort. It

was also observed that boys who had had traok experience In high
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•ohool or college sometimes saved up for the 300-yard run to

use this event to bring up their total score, There seemed to

be a rather wide range of effort, which helps to explain the low

correlation previously shown between the 300-yard run and the

P.F.R.

EfTort and attitude alao Influenced the r.F.I. scores.

Some boys did not like to lift and strain in an all-out effort;

even though it waa a matter of seconds, others welcomed the

ohanoe to show their strength. 3ome may have had a fear of in-

jury from overstrain. An individual must make up his mind to

lift all-out to get a maximum effort. No effort was made by the

investigator to rate the effeot of effort and attitude on the

P.F.I, scores. Nearly all cadets seemed bent on getting the best

score possible. It is the opinion of the Investigator that

greater effort end better attitude were displayed for the P.F.I.

than the P.F.R.

Injuries and illness obviously affeot the scores on physioal

fitness tests. lien In the army become ill and receive various

degrees of Injuries as anyone else. Hen return to elaas after

having been in the hospital for varloua lengths of time, others

report to class with minor Ills, sprains, or infections that af-

feot the scores. A rugged conditioning program is bound to de-

velop aches and pains of various sorts. American boys have been

taught to be able to "take It", so on test day many participate

with minor handicaps that affeot the scores. Those who have been

hospitalized and have been absent from physioal training for

aeveral days or weeks will suffer on the soore oard of physioal
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fitness. It does not take long to get out of condition. It

Might be added that occasionally injury or illness are fakea in

order to Justify a low score. There was no record kept of the

effects of injuries or illneases exoept to use only the data

from those who completed all of the tests. The I.f.I. test Is

more easily influenced by injuries than the F.f.R. More parts

of the tody are exposed to tests where on all-out exertion would

produoe unbearable pain, whereas an endurance type of exerois*

could be executed quite fully. It is the opinion of the investi-

gator that the P.F.F. soores suffered more than the F.I.I, from

illness. This was especially noticeable when illness caused long

periods of absence.

Wtather conditions probably hare more influence on the F.F.F.

The P.F.I, test was oonduot* d indoors, while the 300-yard run of

the P.F.R. test was oonduoted outdoors. It so happened that pood

weather prevailed for eaoh of the three testing periods when mea-

surements were recorded for this study. No record was kept of

the temperature, wind velocity, and relative humidity, but changes

in these conditions did occur, iiowever, the effects on individual

cadets would vary depending on their physical oonditlon and the

climate he had been in prior to his stay at Kansas State College.

From the standpoint of administration the P.I.T:. test his

several outstanding advantages, tio expensive and rare equipment

is necessary for the P.F.R. test. Large numbers nay be tested

and scored within a class period of one hour. Ko time is lost

from the physical training program as the cadet receives a good

workout while participating in the P.F.R. test. Kuch more test-
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ing experience and expertness is necessary to get proper results

from the P.F.I, test than from the r.F.F. test.

In aotual practice when a football team is being conditioned

it is done by practicing football, the basketball team practices

basketball, the distance run:\er runs long distances, the weight

lifter lifts weights, and so on with all sports. The AAF condi-

tioning program builds strength but it is to be expended over

long periods of time. This continued expenditure of energy Is

oommonly called endurance. It seems logical to assume that an en-

durance test would be e better measure of the AAF conditioning

program than a strength test.

SOJKARY, CONCLUSIONS, AHE HKCOsltEMDATIORS

This study was prompted by the use of a new physical fitness

test by the Army Air Forces stationed at Kansas Stste College,

rhysioal Fitness has been and is being measured in numerous ways

One of the most widely used tests Is the Ihysloal Fitness Index,

a strength test devised by Charles H. MoCloy. To evaluate the

F.F.R. as a test of physical fitness the MoCloy Thysiosl Fitness

Index was used as a criterion. These tests were each administered

three times at six week intervals to three flights of air oorps

cadets.

A review of the related investigation revealed that hundreds

of studies related to rhysioal fitness had been conducted, but

most of these were concerned with physical fitness for athletics

and not war. Moat of the literature available included the use of

strength tests as measures of physical fitness. Very little has
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The date from this study were oompared by the use of statis-

tical procedures. In addition to these findings a subjeotive

appraisal of the validity of the P.F.R. test was Bade from obser-

vations by the investigator.

The conclusions of the study are as follows:

(1) The low correlations (.43 to .55> found between the P.F.I.

and the I.F.l. indloate that, aoceptlng the F.F.I, as a

orlterion, the < .F.k. la not a very valid measure of physi-

cal fitness.

(8) The low correlation shown between the two tests Is evidence

that the F.F." . and P.F.I, are measuring different aspects

of physical fitness.

(3) The correlations between the two tests of this study are

comparable to the results obtained in other comparisons of

different physloal fitness tests.

(4) For the group studied and the conditioning program involved,

the T.F.R. test is apparently the more valid of the two.

(5) It seems highly probable that the P.F.I, would be a more

valid measure than the I'.F.R. when used to measure physloal

fitness of groups that are heterogeneous for age and weight.

(6) In three separate determinations of the reliability of eaoh

battery, the P.F.I, and P.F.I, were found to be approximately

equal in reliability.

(7) as the training program proceeded and physical fitness In-

creased, individual differences In P.F.R. increased while

individual differences in P.F.I, deoreased. This is a result
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of the fact that the F.F.R. Is sore sensitive In the upper

portion of the range of physical fitness while the P.F.I.

le more sensitive in the lower portion of the range.

(8) In both the P.F.R. and P.r.I. there was a highly signifi-

cant difference between the means of the first and third

applications of the test. So far as the mean Is concerned,

the two tests were approximately equally sensitive to the

increase in physical fitness of the group.

(9) From the standpoint of the number of men tested, equipment

neceasary, and scoring technique involved the P.F.R. la

easier and less expensive to administer.

(10! The F.F.I, teat was preferred by the cadets beoauae it re-

quired much leas work and was a more pleaaant type of exer-

cise.

(11) The faotora of practice, illneas, weather conditions, and

effort and attitude definitely influenced the P.F.R. more

than the r.F.l., while injuries had more influence on the

P.F.I.

(18) The P.r.R. and the P.F.I. both ahowed higher oorrelatlona

with strength tests than with endurance teats.

(15) The heavier and taller boys were definitely handicapped In

competing for P.F.R. scorea.

In view of the flndlngB of tnla study the following recomraen-

datlona ere made:

(1) That further studies te oonduoted to determine the effeots

of age, weight, and height on the P.F.R.

(8) That further atudles be oonduoted to determine which test la
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more valid when used on subjects who are on military maneu-

vers for weeks and months at a time, rather than on a one-

hour-a-dey physioal training program.

(3) That studies tee conducted to determine the effeota of prao-

tioe and learning on the events that make up the P.T.R. test.

(4) That atudiea be conducted to determine the effeots on the

two tests from the use of a program designed to build strength

rather than endurance.

It is the humble opinion of the investigator that the above

recommended atudiea would enable a muoh better comparison of the

two testa as measures of physioal fitness.
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Name

(Front)

ARMY AIR FORCES
PHYSICAL FITNESS TEST AND RECORD CARD
(AAF Reg. 'Ac, 50-14, Sec. 4, Par. 7 c)

Rank or Grade
Last First

Age yrs, Height in. Serial No.

CUMULATIVE RECORD

TEST
NO.

STATION SQUADRON D..TE V,t. I'. Physical
F. Fitness
R. Rating

1 . Kansas Sts>te College

.

(Use the following procedure on opposite side for record-
ing) SCORING PROCEDURE: John Doe makes the following record:
He sits-up 39 tines, circles score 52 (does not circle perform-
ance record); chins 3 times, circles score 47; runs the shuttle-
run in 53 seconds, circles score 55; adds the three scores:
52 47 55 r 154; locates 154 (the nearest No. is 155) in "Sum
of Scores " in column under P.F.R.; circles the P.F.R. score
52 which is to the right of 155. Thus 52 is the Physical Fit-
ness Rating of John Doe, which places him in the "Good category.
Whenever the number which represents the performance record, or
sum of scores is not listed, select the nearest number and pro-
perly record.
PHYSICAL FITSESS PR0IIL5: To make profile, connect each circle
with a straight line.

3-6527, AP
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ACHIEVEMENT SCALES 1

sjT-imA PI'LV tag -mmi SUM of

SCORES
P.

F.No. Score Ho, :. )01B Sfl c # Score
i

R.

114 100 24 i.00 54 100 300 100
108 98 23 98 35 98 294 98
102 96' 22 96 36 96 288 96
96 95 21 95 37 95 285 t* 95
90 93 20 93 ! 38 95 279 i 93
85 90 19 90 89 90 270 90
81 . 85 18 85 40 85 255 85
77 81 17 81 41 81 243 g 81
73 78 16 78 42 78 234 78

69 75 15 75 43 75 225 75
66 74 222 74
64 73 44 73 219 73
62 72 14 72 45 71 216 o 72
60 70 210

oo 70
58 68 13 68 45 67 204 68
56 66 198

>*

66
54 65 12 65 47 65 195 > 65
52 64 192 64

50 '63 11 62 48 63 189 63
48 61 183 61
47 60 49 60 180 60
45 58

'

'

10 58 50 58 174 58
44 57 CI 56 171

O
g

57
42 55 165 55
40 54 9 54 52 54 162 54
33 52

! 3 52 156 52
36 50 8 49 1.4 50 150 50
33 48 55 48 144 48
31 47 141 47

30 46 56 46 138 46
29 45 7 45 135 45
28 44 57 44 132 44
27 42 6 41 58 42 126 8- 42
26 40 59 40 120 2 40
25- 38 g 38 • 60 38 114 38
24 36 61 36 108 36
22 35 4 35 105 35
21 34 02 34 102 34

19 33 5 32 63 32 99 33
.17 30 64 30 90 30
15 27 2 26 65 27 81 g 27
12 23 66 23 69 o 23
9 20 67 20 60 >4 20
6 17 1 17 68 17 51 " 17
3 15 69 15 45 15
1 10 70 10 30 10



THE UcCLOY STRLICTK TLST

Name Might

lest No. 1 2 3

Date

**«

height

L. Grip

H. Grip

Back lift

Leg lift

Dl£l

Chins

strength Index

K. S. Index

T.T.I.


